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                                                                          FAQS 

 

1)  What opportunities does this programme offer? 

This product is an industrial fishing tool that reduces up to 20% vessel fuel consumption and 

gas emissions.  Supports sustainable fishing.  Preserves the life of juvenile 

specimens.  Enforces government fishing regulations fulfillment. 

The above mentioned benefits have been verified by different organizations worldwide.  Our 

company has been awarded with the following prizes: 

2012, Geneva Inventions 40 Salon, Gold Medal on Energy and Environment category. 

2011, Helsinki Golbal Forum, ranked among the 50 top companies for its technological 

innovation and contribution to sustainable fisheries 

2010, Uruguay Innovation 2010, awarded as the most innovative company in the country 

 

TrawlVision is an advanced scientific tool that allows very precise measurements in 

order to predict the behavior of fishing gear. Its use allows scientific and technological 

progress, accelerating the development of production and helping the formation of 

new generations of professionals. 

Briefly, it is a software focused on simulating the fishing gear and creating designs of 

fishing nets, in order to contribute to savings and promote sustainable fishing. 

Its functionality allows to evaluate and predict the behavior of the gear. You will be 

able to simulate your own designs and analyze trawl behavior with different settings. 

Its sophisticated features allow you to use it for both scientific research by universities 

and industrial development, allowing the fishing industry to achieve excellence in the 

design and development of industrial fishing. 

Its use allows to evaluate all types of fishing nets model, gear such as pelagic, simple 

system, pair trawling, pelagic pair trawling, beam trawlers, dual trawl with three 

trailers, dual trawl with two trailers. 

Several institutes and universities in countries like India, Denmark, Mexico, Canada, 

New Zealand, Spain, Argentina, Peru and Uruguay, which use this software have been 
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benefited in the area of research and development of innovative fishing gear designs . 

The measurement of multiple physical and behavioral parameters, such as the 

geometry of the arts, deployment, performance, endurance, rigging, etc. allow input 

changes to the design, avoiding costly field testing, reducing corrective actions and 

minimizing investment in launching new gear . The fishing industry in particular is 

strongly favored because it has a secure mechanism to ensure optimum performance 

of fishing gear to develop at little cost, thanks to the facilities through software 

simulation. 

The product can generate significant savings through the evaluation of different types 

of twine, trawl doors, bridles and rigging. 

The institutes, by having this resource, are positioned in the forefront of promoting 

fisheries research training their students. At the same time, it raises the level of 

technical and academic careers that require knowledge of fluid mechanics and 

hydrodynamics, allowing teachers and students to perform tests, practical work and 

research . 

The acquisition of this tool promotes national development, enhancing the innovation 

capacity of technicians. 

 

2) Is this programmer suitable to use as a fishermen training tool? 

Absolutely.  In fact, it is used by approximately  900 users: onboard of vessels and at net 

manufacturers facilities. 

We have carried on many training sessions both with actual skippers and fishermen at: 

Canada, India, Denmark, Norway Mexico, Italia, Peru, Spain, Argentine and Uruguay. 

They learn to select, design, configure and operate the fishing gear most suitable to their 

needs.  It lets them to predict the behavior at sea with a 90% of precision. 

 

3) Would you be so kind as to send me information about the opportunities that this 

simulation programme could offer our students in their training? 

We have very good experience as a supplier of the education industry.  Our program is 

currently been used at several fisheries institutes that have created simulation laboratories. 

The laboratory provides from 10 to 20 workstations and 1 or 2 students work on each one of 

them.  The instructor asks them to solve a particular exercise and the students design and 

simulates the operation.  Afterwards, they share results and good practices, as selecting 
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different materials, doors, CL/CD, etc.  Its usage at the classroom speeds up the learning 

process and reduces the amount of time and expenses of training at sea. 

Demo:  

Demo   TVD  (TrawlVisionDesigner) : https://vimeo.com/81910518 

Demo  TVS (TrawlVisionSimulator)  : http://vimeo.com/48056149 

 

4)  Is the programme suitable for all levels of trainee fishermen? 

The specific applications of this program are: 

Desing of trawl nets: selection of geometry configuration, panels… 

Desing of fishing gear: selection and configuration of doors, wire lengths…   

Selection of doors: type, attack angle, weight, area…   

Simulation of its performance: trawling speed, trawl resistance, fuel consumption, operational 

water depth, door changes (type, attack angle, weight, area), sea bottom type… 

Selectivity analysis: U1/U2 relation consequences on juvenile specimens capture 

 

5)  Does the programme has the possibility to add more fishing methods? 

Yes, it is possible to add more fishing methods.  It requires programme developing, it is not a 

user defined function.   

Trawlvision supports the following capture methods: 

Single 

Pair 

Outtriger      

Twin (3 wire) 

Twin (2 wire) 

Pelagic Trawling 

Pelagic Pair 
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6)  Is it possible to use the programme on all types of computer systems, or does it need 

specific requirements? 

We recommend the following minimum computer configuration: 

Procesor: Pentium IV GHz or higher 

Memory: 2GB  RAM 

O.S. :  Windows Vista or higher 

Graphic card:  Direct X9 compatible with 512MB of memory, 1680 x 1050 Screen resolution 
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